
Safely deliver your high and  
low stakes exams with affordable, 
accessible online remote proctoring

2.5M+
identity verification and test 
sessions delivered

   93% automation
 Automated proctoring and analysis to deliver 

consistent, high quality reports, faster

   99.5% accuracy
 High quality reports with little or no false  

flags to reduce instructor review time

   9.5 minutes
 Average time it takes an instructor to review  

100 exam candidates

   28 cheating methods detected
 Unique types of violations automatically  

identified and flagged by the system

   297 blacklisted apps
 Virtual machine and blacklisted apps identified  

and suspended during tests

Why choose Janison Remote?

  Guarantee exam integrity
 Janison Remote is the only solution on the market 

that’s both a light desktop app download that 
continuously verifies identity and secures monitoring, 
and a browser extension that ensures browser 
lockdown and real-time automated or live intervention.

 Test anywhere, anytime
  Allow your test-takers to take their exams and tests 

from the safety of their own home, with no commuting 
or advanced scheduling required – available anytime, 
anywhere and on-demand.

  Reduce your overheads
 Eliminate the cost and burden of physical exam facilities 

and people without sacrificing your results or security.

  Integrate with your existing systems 
 Janison Remote can be easily deployed through 

Janison Insights, or integrated with your existing  
LMS or assessment delivery platform.

  Protect your data
 Choose a trusted solution with enterprise-level  

security that values privacy and protects your data.

Janison Remote leverages automation and live online remote proctoring  
using AI to allow your institution to deliver exams and tests at-scale  
– anytime, anywhere, and even with poor internet connectivity.

Chat to us today about how remote online proctoring could benefit your institution and test-takers. 
Contact the CoSector Digital Learning Team at digitallearning@cosector.com

https://www.janison.com/online-assessment/online-assessment-platform?utm_source=janison-remote-flyer&utm_medium=print&utm_campaign=janison-assessment
mailto:digitallearning%40cosector.com?subject=
https://cosector.com/


Step 1:
Exam session 
scheduling

Step 2:
Onboarding and 
getting started

Step 3:
Identification and 
security check

Step 4:
AI-assisted test 
monitoring

Step 5:
Post-exam  
video review

Promote excellence and the 
integrity of your online education 
programs with Janison Remote

 Not reliable with low or spotty bandwidth 
connectivity

 True global scalability – it continues to proctor 
regardless of bandwidth and connectivity issues

 Using a virtual machine or blacklisted apps,  
anyone can copy an entire exam

 With core operating system monitoring, true  
content protection is achieved

 Using a virtual machine or blacklisted apps, anyone  
can remotely take an exam on behalf of the test-taker

 With core operating system monitoring, remote  
test taking access is prevented

 Chrome extensions alone expose performance  
issues, and data and privacy risk

 Janison Remote captures only the pertinent  
data needed and minimises privacy risks

 Chrome extensions alone can be easily hacked  Hacking protected and deterred

 Chrome extensions alone slow everything down, 
including your LMS and the browser, computer  
and test experience

 Janison Remote is both a browser extension and  
desktop app that distributes load processing  
and optimises performance

 Not a cross-browser solution  Cross-browser compatibility 

How it Works

The critical risks of using solely a browser extension for  
your proctoring in unpredictable network scenarios

vs

Need proctors?
Ask us about Janison’s  
online exam management  
services.

Chat to us today about how remote online proctoring could benefit your institution and test-takers. 
Contact the CoSector Digital Learning Team at digitallearning@cosector.com

Browser extension 
(Other automated proctoring solutions)
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